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520 Carlisle Road, Biggar, ML12 6GS

520 Carlisle Road, Biggar, ML12 6GS



An immediately impressive modern detached villa which has
been finished with the best of materials and set within a large
enclosed gardens.

The property enjoys a lovely private setting behind gates and
hedging with superb sized grounds and a mature backdrop onto
woodland. Great attention to detail has gone into the finishing of
this well proportioned home and the stone work is particularly
impressive. This highly insulated and efficient property is neutrally
decorated throughout and has oak flooring, solid oak doors and
skirtings, luxury sanitary ware within the bathrooms whilst the
kitchen area offers a blank canvas for the next buyer to add their
own stamp. Additional features include oil central heating,
quality double glazing and a feature fireplace within the lounge.

The accommodation comprises reception hall with galleried
landing, spacious lounge, kitchen area of dining proportion, four
bedrooms and two Jack & Jill en-suites. There is a separate
outbuilding which makes a great office and has kitchen and
bathroom facilities.

The gardens are large but relatively easily maintained with lawn,
stones and trees.

The small tranquil village of Elvanfoot is situated near the foot of
the Leadhills yet very convenient for commuters with the M74
only a few minutes from the village making this an ideal location
for those committing to Edinburgh, Glasgow or Carlisle. All three
areas are within an hours drive by car using either the M74 or
A702 road networks. The Market towns of biggar and Lanark are
approximately 21 miles away and both offer a range of shops,
entertainment, recreation facilities, primary and secondary
schools.

An immediately
impressive modern
detached villa which
has been finished with
the best of materials
and set within a large
enclosed gardens.
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